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Ellis Island - Malgorzata Szejnert 2022-09-06
A dramatic, multi-vocal account of the personal agonies and ecstasies
that played out within the walls of Ellis Island, as told by Poland's
greatest living journalist. This is the people's history of Ellis Island--the
people who passed through it, and the people who were turned away
from it. From Annie Moore, the Irishwoman who was the first to be
processed there, to Arne Peterssen, the Norwegian who was the last to
be taken away from the island via the official ferry boat in 1954, Ellis
Island weaves together the personal experiences of forgotten individuals
with those who live on in history: Fiorello La Guardia, Lee Iacocca, and
other American leaders whose paths led them to the Island for various
reasons through the years. Award-winning journalist Małgorzata Szejnert
draws on unpublished testimonies, memoirs, archival photographs, and
correspondence from many internees and immigrants, including
Russians, Italians, Jews, Japanese, Germans, and Poles. At the book's
core is a trove of personal letters from immigrants to their loved ones
back home--letters which were confiscated and never delivered, finally
discovered in a basement in Warsaw. But also brought to life are the Ellis
Island employees: the doctors, nurses, commissioners, interpreters,
social care workers, and even chaperones, who controlled the fates of
these émigrés--often basing their decisions on pseudo-scientific ideas
about race, gender, and disability. Sometimes families were broken up,
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and new arrivals were detained and quarantined for days, weeks, or even
months. All told, the island compound spent longer as an internment
camp than as a migration way-point--in addition to filling other roles
through the years, including that of rescue station in the immediate
aftermath of the 9/11 attacks. Now brought back to life by a master
storyteller, this is a story of a place and its people, steeped in politics and
history, that reshaped the United States.
Ellis Island - Wilton S. Tifft 1971
Island of Shipwrecks - Lisa McMann 2015-02-03
Alex and his friends from Artimâe are stranded on a newly-discovered
island, and they are not alone, while in Quill, his twin Aaron's power base
grows as he joins with an unlikely ally in a risky plan to finally conquer
Artimâe.
Long Island Sound - James S. Latimer 2013-11-22
The U.S. Ocean Commission Report identified the need for regional
ecosystem assessments to support coastal and ocean management. These
assessments must provide greater understanding of physical and
biological dynamics than assessments at global and national scales can
provide but transcend state and local interests. This need and timeliness
is apparent for Long Island Sound, where a multi-state regional
restoration program is underway for America’s most urbanized estuary.
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Synthesis of the Long Island Sound ecosystem is needed to integrate
knowledge across disciplines and provide insight into understanding and
managing pressing issues, such as non-point sources of pollution, coastal
development, global climatic change, and invasive species. Currently,
there is a need for a comprehensive volume that summarizes the
ecological and environmental dynamics and status of Long Island Sound
and its myriad ecosystems. It has been 30 years since a comprehensive
summary of Long Island Sound was prepared and 50 years since the
pioneering work of Gordon Riley. Major advances in estuarine science
are providing new insights into these systems, and yet, the condition of
many estuaries is in decline in the face of continuing coastal
development. There is an opportunity to lay a foundation for integrative
coastal observing systems that truly provide the foundation for improved
decision-making. This book will provide a key reference of our scientific
understanding for work performed over the past three decades and guide
future research and monitoring in a dynamic urbanized estuary.
Ellis Island - Michael Burgan 2013
Describes the experiences of immigrants who left their homes in the
early 1900s and came to the United States through Ellis Island, in a book
where the reader's choices reveal the historical details from three
different perspectives.
Desolation Island (Aubrey-Maturin, Book 5) - Patrick O’Brian 2011-12-19
On Desolation Island, with the known world out of reach, uneasy
alliances are sometimes forged...
Ellis Island - Lori Mortensen 2008-07-01
Describes the history of Ellis Island and what immigrants had to go
through before they could legally enter the United States.
Ellis Island - Raymond Bial 2009
Since opening in 1892, Ellis Island has come to symbolize the waves of
immigrants from a list of countries that seems endless. In this work, Bial
tells the story of Ellis Island itself. Full color.
Ellis Island - Elaine Landau 2008
Describes the place of Ellis Island in American history, from its early
history of being a landing place for ships bearing millions of immigrants
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to its more recent status as a museum.
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island Coloring Book - A. G. Smith 1985-10-01
This educational coloring book details Liberty's rich and stirring history
and the immigration into America through Ellis Island. Forty-five
illustrations feature complete captions and are based on historical
paintings, wood engravings, and photographs.
Ellis Island to Ebbets Field - Peter Levine 1993
In Ellis Island to Ebbets Field, Peter Levine vividly recounts the stories of
Red Auerbach, Hank Greenberg, Moe Berg, Sid Luckman, Nat Holman,
Benny Leonard, Barney Ross, Marty Glickman, and a host of others who
became Jewish heroes and symbols of the difficult struggle for American
success.From settlement houses and street corners, to Madison Square
and Fenway Park, their experiences recall a time when Jewish males
dominated sports like boxing and basketball, helping to smash
stereotypes about Jewish weakness while instilling American Jews with a
fierce pride in their strength andability in the face of Nazi aggression,
domestic anti-Semitism, and economic depression. Full of marvelous
stories, anecdotes, and personalities, Ellis Island to Ebbets Field
enhances our understanding of the Jewish-American experience as well
as the struggles of other American minoritygroups.
Encountering Ellis Island - Ronald H. Bayor 2014-05-15
Encountering Ellis Island lays bare the profound and sometimesvictorious story of people chasing the American Dream: leaving
everything behind, facing a new language and a new culture, and
starting a new American life.
Lord of the Flies - William Golding 2003-12-16
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry,
remains one of the greatest books ever written for young adults and an
unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This edition includes a new
Suggestions for Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the
next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a
group of schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is
something to celebrate. This far from civilization they can do anything
they want. Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the
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night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure seems as far
removed from reality as the hope of being rescued.
Children of Ellis Island - Barry Moreno 2005-11-02
Burdened with bundles and baskets, a million or more immigrant
children passed through the often grim halls of Ellis Island. Having left
behind their homes in Europe and other parts of the world, they made
the voyage to America by steamer. Some came with parents or
guardians. A few came as stowaways. But however they traveled, they
found themselves a part of one of the grandest waves of human
migration that the world has ever known. Children of Ellis Island
explores this lost world and what it was like for an uprooted youngster at
America’s golden door. Highlights include the experience of being a
detained child at Ellis Island—the schooling and games, the pastimes and
amusements, the friendships, and the uneasiness caused by language
barriers.
The Family Tree Guide to Finding Your Ellis Island Ancestors - Sharon
Carmack 2005-06-05
Island of Tears No More! Embark on the journey of finding your Ellis
Island ancestors Nearly 20 million immigrants arrived through Ellis
Island between 1892 and 1924 - roughly 40 percent of Americans
descend from these "huddled masses yearning to breathe free." Since the
Ellis Island website launched in April 2001, there have been more than
60,000 users visiting it every day, trying to find their ancestors. For some
researchers, locating their immigrant ancestors in Ellis Island's massive
database of passenger arrival lists is a snap. For others, the "Island of
Hope, Island of Tears" takes on a new meaning. You know your ancestors
are in that giant computer file somewhere, but where? The Family Tree
Guide to Finding Your Ellis Island Ancestors is here to help. In this
comprehensive guide, you'll discover: the basic information you need to
begin your search. tips and strategies for successfully finding your Ellis
Island ancestors online. how passenger lists were created and what
information they contain. how to use microfilmed passenger lists and
indexes. what to do if you're still coming up empty-handed. Journey with
your ancestors as you learn what it was like for them to travel across the
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ocean by steamship, how they processed through Ellis Island, and where
to find information and photographs of your ancestor's ship. And for
those who had ancestors who arrived right before the Ellis Island years,
a special chapter is devoted to Castle Garden and its arrivals. It's the
only guide you'll need for finding your Ellis Island ancestors.
Forgotten Ellis Island - Lorie Conway 2010-10-05
A century ago, in the shadow of the Statue of Liberty, one of the world's
greatest public hospitals was built. Massive and modern, the hospital's
twenty-two state-of-the-art buildings were crammed onto two small
islands, man-made from the rock and dirt excavated during the building
of the New York subway. As America's first line of defense against
immigrant-borne disease, the hospital was where the germs of the world
converged. The Ellis Island hospital was at once welcoming and
foreboding—a fateful crossroad for hundreds of thousands of hopeful
immigrants. Those nursed to health were allowed entry to America.
Those deemed feeble of body or mind were deported. Three short
decades after it opened, the Ellis Island hospital was all but abandoned.
As America after World War I began shutting its border to all but a
favored few, the hospital fell into disuse and decay, its medical wards left
open only to the salt air of the New York Harbor. With many neverbefore-published photographs and compelling, sometimes heartbreaking
stories of patients (a few of whom are still alive today) and medical staff,
Forgotten Ellis Island is the first book about this extraordinary
institution. It is a powerful tribute to the best and worst of America's
dealings with its new citizens-to-be.
... from the Islands - Thomasina a Larson 2018-10-22
A group of tiny volcanic islands sit north of Sicily. They are a part of
Sicily, unknown to most. Between 1880 and 1920, these Aeolian Islands
sent a large number of immigrants to New York State. They fled poverty,
crop failures, high taxes, and the draft. These Eoliani set down roots,
bringing traditions and becoming Americans. This is the story of those
people who settled on the edge of Lake Ontario in the booming little city
of Oswego, New York.
Journey to Ellis Island - Carol Bierman 2010-08-01
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Combining a moving, American immigrant experience narrative with
family photographs and evocative illustrations, this inspiring story of
courage follows 7-year-old Julius Weinstein and his family as they travel
to the U.S. through Ellis Island after having escaped a pogrom in their
Russian village in 1917. Reprint.
Working Toward Whiteness - David R. Roediger 2006-08-08
How did immigrants to the United States come to see themselves as
white? David R. Roediger has been in the vanguard of the study of race
and labor in American history for decades. He first came to prominence
as the author of The Wages of Whiteness, a classic study of racism in the
development of a white working class in nineteenth-century America. In
Working Toward Whiteness, Roediger continues that history into the
twentieth century. He recounts how ethnic groups considered white
today-including Jewish-, Italian-, and Polish-Americans-were once viewed
as undesirables by the WASP establishment in the United States. They
eventually became part of white America, through the nascent labor
movement, New Deal reforms, and a rise in home-buying. Once
assimilated as fully white, many of them adopted the racism of those
whites who formerly looked down on them as inferior. From ethnic slurs
to racially restrictive covenants-the real estate agreements that ensured
all-white neighborhoods-Roediger explores the mechanisms by which
immigrants came to enjoy the privileges of being white in America. A
disturbing, necessary, masterful history, Working Toward Whiteness uses
the past to illuminate the present. In an Introduction to the 2018 edition,
Roediger considers the resonance of the book in the age of Trump,
showing how Working Toward Whiteness remains as relevant as ever
even though most migrants today are not from Europe.
At Ellis Island - Louise Peacock 2007-05-22
Accounts from children, police, immigration officers, and the immigrants
themselves come to life in a moving tale about the history of Ellis Island,
enhanced will black-and-white photographs.
What Was Ellis Island? - Patricia Brennan Demuth 2014-03-13
From 1892 to 1954, Ellis Island was the gateway to a new life in the
United States for millions of immigrants. In later years, the island was
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deserted, the buildings decaying. Ellis Island was not restored until the
1980s, when Americans from all over the country donated more than
$150 million. It opened to the public once again in 1990 as a museum.
Learn more about America's history, and perhaps even your own,
through the story of one of the most popular landmarks in the country.
American Passage - Vincent J. Cannato 2009-06-09
"By bringing us the inspiring and sometimes unsettling tales of Ellis
Island, Vincent Cannato’s American Passage helps us understand who we
are as a nation.” — Walter Isaacson The remarkable saga of America’s
landmark port of entry, from immigration post to deportation center to
mythical icon. For most of New York's early history, Ellis Island had been
an obscure little island that barely held itself above high tide. Today the
small island stands alongside Plymouth Rock in our nation's founding
mythology as the place where many of our ancestors first touched
American soil. American Passage captures a time and a place
unparalleled in American immigration and history, and articulates the
dramatic and bittersweet accounts of the immigrants, officials,
interpreters, and social reformers who all played an important role in
Ellis Island's chronicle. In this sweeping, often heart-wrenching epic,
Vincent J. Cannato reveals that the history of Ellis Island is ultimately the
story of what it means to be an American.
The Next Ship Home - Heather Webb 2022-02-08
"An unflinching look at the immigrant experience, an unlikely and unique
friendship, and a resonant story of female empowerment."—Pam Jenoff,
New York Times bestselling author of The Woman with the Blue Star
Ellis Island, 1902: Two women band together to hold America to its
promise: "Give me your tired, your poor ... your huddled masses yearning
to breathe free..." A young Italian woman arrives on the shores of
America, her sights set on a better life. That same day, a young American
woman reports to her first day of work at the immigration center. But
Ellis Island isn't a refuge for Francesca or Alma, not when ships depart
every day with those who are refused entry to the country and when
corruption ripples through every corridor. While Francesca resorts to
desperate measures to ensure she will make it off the island, Alma fights
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for her dreams of becoming a translator, even as women are denied the
chance. As the two women face the misdeeds of a system known to
manipulate and abuse immigrants searching for new hope in America,
they form an unlikely friendship—and share a terrible secret—altering
their fates and the lives of the immigrants who come after them. This is a
novel of the dark secrets of Ellis Island, when entry to "the land of the
free" promised a better life but often delivered something drastically
different, and when immigrant strength and female friendship found
ways to triumph even on the darkest days. Inspired by true events and
for fans of Kristina McMorris and Hazel Gaynor, The Next Ship Home
holds up a mirror to our own times, deftly questioning America's history
of prejudice and exclusion while also reminding us of our citizens'
singular determination.
Ellis Island - Kate Kerrigan 2011-06-28
“A standout novel….A rare combination of historical enlightenment and
sheer enjoyment.” —Peter Quinn, author of The Man Who Never
Returned Already a hit in the United Kingdom, Ellis Island by Kate
Kerrigan is both a poignant love story and a lyrical, evocative depiction
of the immigrant experience in early 20th century America. Set in the
1920s, Kerrigan’s novel tells of a young Irish woman who must choose
between her new life in New York City and her husband back home in
Ireland, brilliantly capturing these two vastly different worlds in the
process. Readers of historical fiction, as well as fans of the novels of
Frank Delany and other Irish themed works, will adore their time spent
on Ellis Island.
Too Good to Be True - Tricia O'Malley 2021-04-26
Book 5 in the Siren Island Series
Angel Island - Russell Freedman 2016-10-04
For use in schools and libraries only. Angel Island, off the coast of
California, was the port of entry for Asian immigrants to the United
States between 1892 and 1940. Following the passage of legislation
requiring the screening of immigrants, "the other Ellis Island" processed
around one million people from Japan, China, and Korea. Drawing from
memoirs, diaries, letters, and the "wall poems" discovered at the facility
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long after it closed, the nonfiction master Russell Freedman describes
the people who came, and why; the screening process; detention and
deportation; changes in immigration policy; and the eventual renaissance
of Angel Island as a historic site open to visitors. Includes archival
photos, source notes, bibliography, and index..
Island - H. Mark Lai 1980
Angel Island - Erika Lee 2010-08-30
From 1910 to 1940, over half a million people sailed through the Golden
Gate, hoping to start a new life in America. But they did not all
disembark in San Francisco; instead, most were ferried across the bay to
the Angel Island Immigration Station. For many, this was the real
gateway to the United States. For others, it was a prison and their final
destination, before being sent home. In this landmark book, historians
Erika Lee and Judy Yung (both descendants of immigrants detained on
the island) provide the first comprehensive history of the Angel Island
Immigration Station. Drawing on extensive new research, including
immigration records, oral histories, and inscriptions on the barrack
walls, the authors produce a sweeping yet intensely personal history of
Chinese "paper sons," Japanese picture brides, Korean students, South
Asian political activists, Russian and Jewish refugees, Mexican families,
Filipino repatriates, and many others from around the world. Their
experiences on Angel Island reveal how America's discriminatory
immigration policies changed the lives of immigrants and transformed
the nation. A place of heartrending history and breathtaking beauty, the
Angel Island Immigration Station is a National Historic Landmark, and
like Ellis Island, it is recognized as one of the most important sites where
America's immigration history was made. This fascinating history is
ultimately about America itself and its complicated relationship to
immigration, a story that continues today.
Ellis Island and Angel Island - Charles River Editors 2019-06-08
*Includes pictures *Includes contemporary accounts *Includes a
bibliography On New Year's Day 1892, a young Irish girl named Annie
Moore stepped off the steamship Nevada and landed on a tiny island that
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once held a naval fort. As she made her way through the large building
on that island, Annie was processed as the first immigrant to come to
America through Ellis Island. Like so many immigrants before her, she
and her family settled in an Irish neighborhood in the city, and she would
live out the rest of her days there. Thanks to the opening of Ellis Island
near the end of the 19th century, immigration into New York City
exploded, and the city's population nearly doubled in a decade. By the
1900s, 2 million people considered themselves New Yorkers, and Ellis
Island would be responsible not just for that but for much of the influx of
immigrants into the nation as a whole over the next half a century. To
this day, about a third of the Big Apple's population is comprised of
immigrants today, making it one of the most diverse cities in the world.
Angel Island, the largest island in San Francisco Bay at about 740 acres,
was originally named when Don Juan Manuel Ayala sailed into San
Francisco Bay. Supposedly, the island was named "Angel" because the
land mass appeared to him as an angel guarding the bay, and when Ayala
made a map of the Bay, on it he marked Angel Island as, "Isla de Los
Angeles." This would remain the island's name ever since, even as the
use of the island would certainly change over time. The island is
currently a large state park with beautiful views of the San Francisco
Bay and skyline, but the most noteworthy part of the park is the
immigration museum. That site is what makes Angel Island so famous
today, as it remains best known for being the entry point for Asian
immigrants to the United States from 1910-1940. There is no way to
know for sure how many people actually passed through Angel Island
because of the destruction of most of the historical documentation in a
fire, but historians estimate that it was between 100,000 and 500,000
people. Angel Island is often referred to the Ellis Island of the West, but
many argue that they are extremely different in their preservation of
immigrant histories. For one, Angel Island took much longer to preserve,
and the preservation of Ellis Island focuses on the positive reception of
European immigrants on the East Coast, which plays well to corporate
sponsors and the American story. Historian John Bodnar explained that
Ellis Island represents "the view of American history as a steady
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succession progress and uplift for ordinary people." Ellis Island fits
nicely into the narrative of the American Dream, because even though
the immigrants who came through there were subject to racism, they
were predominantly white. Angel Island was a much more multiracial
experience, and when recounting its history, the tensions of
exclusiveness and xenophobia that existed in the late 19th century and
early 20th century are laid bare for all to see. After a fire in 1940, Angel
Island went from being an immigration station to being used for military
purposes. At first, it was used as POW holding facility during World War
II, and then finally as a Nike missile base between 1954 and 1962. After
a long fight to preserve the island's history as an immigration station and
a huge pillar of Asian-American history, the island was declared a
landmark in 1996, and the museum opened with a fully restored
immigration station in 2009. Today, the island can be visited by the
public via a ferry from San Francisco, and countless people hike and bike
the island, as well as taking tours of the immigration station. Ellis Island
and Angel Island: The History and Legacy of America's Most Famous
Immigration Stations examines how these islands became immigration
inspection centers, and what life was like for those who landed in each
place.
Sanctuary Island - Lily Everett 2013-07-30
Accompanying her sister to Sanctuary Island, all Ellie hopes for is to
reunite with her family, but she doesn't expect to find a new beginning
with handyman Grady Wilkes.
American Passage - Vincent J. Cannato 2009-06-09
"By bringing us the inspiring and sometimes unsettling tales of Ellis
Island, Vincent Cannato’s American Passage helps us understand who we
are as a nation.” — Walter Isaacson The remarkable saga of America’s
landmark port of entry, from immigration post to deportation center to
mythical icon. For most of New York's early history, Ellis Island had been
an obscure little island that barely held itself above high tide. Today the
small island stands alongside Plymouth Rock in our nation's founding
mythology as the place where many of our ancestors first touched
American soil. American Passage captures a time and a place
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unparalleled in American immigration and history, and articulates the
dramatic and bittersweet accounts of the immigrants, officials,
interpreters, and social reformers who all played an important role in
Ellis Island's chronicle. In this sweeping, often heart-wrenching epic,
Vincent J. Cannato reveals that the history of Ellis Island is ultimately the
story of what it means to be an American.
Ellis Island - Elizabeth Carney 2018-08-01
Explore the history of Ellis Island, one of the most recognized landmarks
in American history. Kids will learn about its early history as a Mohegan
island and rest spot for fishermen, through its time as a famous
immigration station to today's museum.
Master Builder: The Unofficial Island Builders Handbook Triumph Books LLC 2020-07-14
Already smashing sales records all over the globe, Animal Crossing: New
Horizons is truly the game of the moment! The Unofficial Island Builders
Handbook is the ultimate guide to collecting, constructing, and
customizing in this fantastic world. Packed with hints and hacks, it has
all you need to know to create the island paradise of your dreams! Topics
covered include harvesting resources, catching fish and bugs, growing
trees and flowers, acquiring recipes, customizing your DIY creations, and
more. Additional chapters delve into maximizing the bells and miles you
earn, collaborating with friends, infrastructure, and terraforming. Keep
your shovel, axe, fishing rod, and Nook Phone at the ready—it's time to
turn imagination into reality and take your island to new levels!
The Orphan of Ellis Island - Elvira Woodruff 2000-06-01
During a school trip to Ellis Island, Dominick Avaro, a ten-year-old foster
child, travels back in time to 1908 Italy and accompanies two young
emigrants to America.
In the Shadow of Lady Liberty - Danny Kravitz 2015-08
"Explores immigrants' experiences at Ellis Island through the use of
primary sources"-Ellis Island and Immigration for Kids - Jean Daigneau 2021-12-07
Ellis Island and Immigration for Kids explores all angles of immigration
and its history in the United States. Readers will learn about the
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establishment of Ellis Island and its forerunner, Castle Garden, as well as
the western immigration station, Angel Island. Along with activities to
further enrich kids' knowledge of immigration, this book gives its readers
a thorough understanding of its impact on the United States from the
earliest arrivals to today. Activities include instructions on writing a
letter home after a journey in steerage to graphing and comparing
immigrant populations since the first US census in 1790. This book will
help kids gain an appreciation of immigration's impact on the United
States, as well as challenge them to reflect on their own feelings about
this important issue. Readers will broaden their understanding of issues
that center on immigration with cross-curriculum activities, such as
poetry and letter writing, graphing, and other math analyses.
The New Colossus - Emma Lazarus 1949
A Brave New Mouse: Ellis Island Approved Immigrant Book 5 Philip M. Horender 2014-09-01
Experience historic events through the eyes of Maximilian P. Mouse,
Time Traveler! Max was hoping the fifth time would be the charm and he
would land at home in 2013. Unfortunately, the time machine still isn?t
working! Maximilian finds himself on the deck of a new ship in the year
1920. This one is also full of passengers, but these people are immigrants
making their way to Ellis Island and a new life in New York City.
Maximilian is amazed by the stories of the immigrants and entranced by
the beauty of the Statue of Liberty welcoming them to their new home.
But, he is concerned about a new crack in the time machine?s shell. Will
he ever get home to help his family save Tanner?s Glen? Calico Chapter
Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Group. Grades
3-6.
The Seasons of Cumberland Island - 2004
Moving through seasons punctuated by the comings and goings of such
animals as the migratory birds that pass through in autumn and spring
and the loggerhead turtles that nest in summer, more than one hundred
photographs reveal the subtle but important effect of cyclical change on
the ecosystems of Cumberland Island--the largest and most beloved of
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Georgia's barrier islands.
Ellis Island - Charles River Charles River Editors 2017-01-25
*Includes pictures *Includes accounts of Ellis Island written by
immigrants *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further
reading *Includes a table of contents "So, anyhow, we had to get off of
the ship, and we were put on a tender, which took us across to Ellis
Island. And when I saw Ellis Island, it's a great big place, I wondered
what we were going to do in there. And we all had to get out of the
tender, and then into this, and gather your bags in there, and the place
was crowded with people and talking, and crying, people were crying.
And we passed, go through some of the halls there, and tried to
remember that the halls, big halls, big open spaces there, and there was
bars, and there was people behind these bars, and they were talking
different languages, and I was scared to death. I thought I was in jail." Mary Mullins, an Irish immigrant By the middle of the 19th century, New
York City's population surpassed the unfathomable number of 1 million
people, despite its obvious lack of space. This was mostly due to the fact
that so many immigrants heading to America naturally landed in New
York Harbor, well before the federal government set up an official
immigration system on Ellis Island. At first, the city itself set up its own
immigration registration center in Castle Garden near the site of the
original Fort Amsterdam, and naturally, many of these immigrants, who
were arriving with little more than the clothes on their back, didn't travel
far and thus remained in New York. Of course, the addition of so many
immigrants and others with less money put strains on the quality of life.
Between 1862 and 1872, the number of tenements had risen from 12,000
to 20,000; the number of tenement residents grew from 380,000 to
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600,000. One notorious tenement on the East River, Gotham Court,
housed 700 people on a 20-by-200-foot lot. Another on the West Side was
home, incredibly, to 3,000 residents, who made use of hundreds of
privies dug into a fifteen-foot-wide inner court. Squalid, dark, crowded,
and dangerous, tenement living created dreadful health and social
conditions. It would take the efforts of reformers such as Jacob Riis, who
documented the hellishness of tenements with shocking photographs in
How the Other Half Lives, to change the way such buildings were
constructed. On New Year's Day 1892, a young Irish girl named Annie
Moore stepped off the steamship Nevada and landed on a tiny island that
once held a naval fort. As she made her way through the large building
on that island, Annie was processed as the first immigrant to come to
America through Ellis Island. Like so many immigrants before her, she
and her family settled in an Irish neighborhood in the city, and she would
live out the rest of her days there. Thanks to the opening of Ellis Island
near the end of the 19th century, immigration into New York City
exploded, and the city's population nearly doubled in a decade. By the
1900s, 2 million people considered themselves New Yorkers, and Ellis
Island would be responsible not just for that but for much of the influx of
immigrants into the nation as a whole over the next half a century. To
this day, about a third of the Big Apple's population is comprised of
immigrants today, making it one of the most diverse cities in the world.
Ellis Island: The History and Legacy of America's Most Famous
Immigration Gateway analyzes the history of Ellis Island and its integral
impact on American history. Along with pictures of important people,
places, and events, you will learn about Ellis Island like never before, in
no time at all.
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